
I started collecting and identifying Caddisflies while still

at school (about fifteen years ago) and continued the interest

though diversity » where I used a survey of drift as the basis

for ah honours degree thesis. I have since maintained the interest

strictly in my spare time. I am presently trying to compile a

species list for the area where I live, and thus add to the other

records for this part of Scotland. Having initially concentrated

on identifying adults I am now starting to use the recent keys

for larvae to try and identify a large backlog of larval material

collected over the past fifteen years in the far north and

northwest of Scotland where I formerly lived. This may take

some time!

I hope this information may be of interest to others.

Mahaohie Lodge

Yours sincerely Dallas Dhu

y Altyre

// / / Moray

Alasdair A Joyce / Scotland IV36 ORB
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